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EMBEDDABLE SPACES AND DUALITY 
IN TOPOLOGICAL CATEGORIES 
H.-E. PORST 
Bremen 
It was suggested during the last years to consider cartesian 
closed categories contained in (or containing) Top, the category of 
all topological spaces and continuous maps, if one wants to investi-
gate relations between a space X and its function algebra C(X). In 
a joint paper of the auther and M.B. Wischnewsky [81 is shown recent-
ly - generalizing an idea of Dubuc and Porta [3] - that the concept 
of cartesian closed topological categories is really convenient for a 
general Gelfand-Naimark-duality formalism. 
In this note we will concentrate moreover to spaces X which 
are embeddable in the spectrum of their function algebra. The results 
contain as special instances similar ones of Binz [1] in case of limit 
spaces and Frohlicher [5] in case of Kelley spaces. 
Let us start with a cartesian closed topological category 
T: V -• Set, endowed with a proper (EfM)-factorization of sources [6]. 
The internal Hom-functors of V are denoted by V(Vf-) ; hence TV(VfV* ) 
is the set of V-maps from V to V . If R is a V-ring (i.e. in short 
a V-object with V-maps as ring-operations) then R-Alg(V) denotes the 
category of all R-algebras in V and all R-algebra homomorphisms in V. 
Let us recall the following fundamental facts on this category (For 
the language of enriched category theory we refer to [2]: 
Theorem 1; [8] 
(i) The category R-Alg(V) is a V-complete and V-cocomplete V-ca-
tegory and the underlying functor ! I: R-Alg(V) -• V is V-functor 
which is V-monadic. 
(ii) R-Alg(V) is cotensored, i.e. all the representables 
R-Alg(V)(-,A): R-Alg( V) -> V°p have V-right-adjoints R-Alg(V)(-fA)f 
which are defined as follows: R-Alg(V)(V,A) is the V-object V(Vf lAl) 
endowed with the R-algebra structure induced by A. 
By this theorem there exists especially the V-left adjoint 
G
R
; -¥°P ' R-Alg(V) 
of the spec t r a l functor 
SR:= R-Alg(V)(- fR) : R-Alg(V) > V°
p 
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CR is called the function algebra functor of R since '
Gj>Vl « V(vt ,R') 
by 1f(ii). Let furthermore denote 
the unit of This V-adjunction and 
7 : 1R-Alg( V) * > °HSR 
the counit. 
Definition: A V-object V is called M-R-embeddable-, iff 
fcy: V— * SCV is in Mf the mono-class of the given factorization 
on V. MR denotes the V-full subcategory of V whose objects are all 
M-R-embeddable spaces. 
Hence the c-embedded spaces in the sense of Binz [1] are M«R-em» 
beddable (P the reals) in the category Lim of limit spaces for any 
(EfM)-factorization on Lim. 
Proposition 1s MR is a V-full and isomorphism closed (V-) E-re-
flective subcategory~f V; especially MR is closed under the forma-
tion of (V-) limits and (V-) M-suhobjects. Moreover, if (M —U M4) 
is a source in M such that all Mf are in MRf then M is in Mg* 
Proof: The reflection RV of a V-object V is constructed by 
means of the (EfM)-factorization of £ys V -—> RV > SCV. 
f 
Corallary: A source (X -—» ™i)j[ei w
1 ^ M-R-embeddable 
obj ects M j admits a T-initial lifting in MRf if there is a source 
(V—Si_^M t)^ € l in M such that Tg, * f4 for all iei 
As in case of limit spaces [1] MR contains "all" objects re-
lated to the functors CR and Sg,: "™ 
Proposition 2s The V-objects SgA, lCRVlf and V( l^V
1 !f |CRVi) are 
M-R-embeddable for any VfV « V and A eR-Alg(V). 
Proof: Use the adjunctions stated in theorem 1 and the cartesian 
structure of V. 
For the following let us assume, that the factorization struc-
ture on V is compatible with the internal horn-functorsf i.e. that 
the following implication holds for any V e V: 
(#) m « M =* V(Vfm) * M 
This condition is satisfied at least in the following important cases: 
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(I) The V-maps of M are exactly the monomorphisms 
(II) The V-maps of M are exactly the extremal (or equivalently 
regular or T-initial) monomorphisms. 
Let us denote the mono-class (epiclass) of the factorization with 
MI(EI) resp. MII(E11) in these cases. 
The use of (*)f Proposition 2, and the V-natural equivalence 
1 y ** V(1,-) then yields; 
Proposition 5: If (̂ ) holds for any V e Vf then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) V , M R 
(ii) V(Vf7?) c MR for all V * V 
(iii) Cv,v : VCVTTV) > A(CV,CV ) is in M for any V
1 ? V 
(iv) V is an M-subob;ject of ICICVII 
These facts are stated in case of limit spaces in [1]; in [5] 
the implication (i) -*-> (ii) is proved for Kelley spaces as is the equi-
valence (i)<=5> (iv). Of course Proposition 3 applies to these categories. 
Cor&llary: [cf• 5]- MR is cartesian closed (with respect to the 
cartesian structure induced"""by V). 
Remark: It should be mentioned that all we have done so far works 
if we would start with an (EfM)-topological category over Set [6] 
which is cartesian closed. In this case, if the induced factorization 
on V satisfies condition (#)t the embeddable objects with respect to 
this factorization again form a cartesian closed (E-,M)-topological 
category over Set, as is clear by the preceding facts. 
We now start to describe MR as an E-reflective hull of certain 
V-objects. The first result is an immediate consequence of Proposi-
tions 1 and 3. 
Proposition -4: MR is the E-reflective hull of the underlying 
objects lcpvl o f aii R-function algebras. 
To exhibit the relation between MR and the B-reflective hull of 
iRl we first state the following lemm"a"7 for this recall that 
T{CV| » TV(V, IRl) is the set of V-maps from V to IRl. 
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L e m m a : T h e following assertions are equivalent for any V-object: 
(i) (v ^ '^'^h pTlhv1 "*"s a mono""source i-n a full reflective 
subcategory of v that contains V and IR|. 
(ii) (V > IR I )^ ^ rj. | | is a mono-source in V 
( i i i ) (TV !5L-* TlRl) u m l „ T r l . 
h ?. TICVI i s a mono-source in Set 
( iv ) CV sepera tes p o i n t s , i . e . for any p a i r of d i f f e r en t V-maps 
p ,q : 1 -• V the re e x i s t s a V-map h: V - IR I such t ha t 
hp t hq. 
Now a s t ra igh t forward ca l cu l a t i on shows t h a t for any M-^-R-embed-
dable object V CV sepera tes p o i n t s , moreover TlCVl i s a mono-source 
for any M -R-erabeddable object V as may be shown as in [4-]. Hence 
we have the following r e s u l t : 
P ropos i t ion jp: MR i s the E r - r e f l e c t i v e h u l l of iRl. Moreover 
the following a s s e r t i o n s are equiva lent : 
( i ) V , MR 
( i i ) CV sepera tes po in t s 
( i i i ) TlCVl i s a mono-source. 
In case of the o ther f a c t o r i z a t i o n s t r u c t u r e mentioned above we 
obta in the following r e s u l t : 
Propos i t ion 6: The e p i r e f l e c t i v e hu l l of iRl i s the f u l l sub-
category of MR whose ob jec t s are those ob jec t s V which are T - i n i -
t i a l with respec t to TlCVl ( i . e . a Set-map TV* -• TV i s a V-map i f 
the composita TV1 -» TV ^ IR I are V-maps fo r a l l h* TlCVl. 
Proof: Recall t h a t an embeddable object V i s in the E- re f l ec -
t i v e h u l l of IRl i f f the canonical V-map V -• IR |
T ' G V I i s a mo-
nomorphism, and t ha t t h i s map i s monic i f f TlCVl i s a nionic_source. 
An immediate consequence of Propos i t ion 6 i s the following c o r o l -
l a r y which app l i e s for example in case of Kel ley-spaces . 
Corol lary: M*1 i s the e p i r e f l e c t i v e h u l l of IR I i f f a l l 
I I M -R-embeddable ob jec t s V are i n i t i a l with respec t to TlCVl. • 
Remark: For a topo log ica l space X, X i s i n i t i a l with respec t 
to the source C(X,IP) and t h i s source i s a mono-source i f f X i s 
y 
1) A source (A L_^Ai) is called mono-source, provided for any pair 
f,g: B -• A we have f = g if all the equalities f ,f a f «g (i el) hold. 
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completely regular. 
We omit a concretization of these results to special categories 
and refer to [1 ]-• [4], [5 ] where a lot of corresponding results can be 
found, which are corollaries of the ones stated here. 
Let us finally show how a generalized Gelfand-Naimark duality 
formalism works in this context. Similarly to the definition of MR 
let us define the following V-full and isomorphism-closed subcate~ 
gories of V resp. R-Alg(V): 
Fix S , where V e V is in Fix S iff t v- is an isomorphism 
Fix G f where A e R-Alg(V) is in Fix >- Iff n . is an isomorphism 
Theorem 2: Fix S and Fix G are t;he largest subcategories of 
V resp. R-Alg(V), such that CR and ST, define a duality which is 
visualized by the following diagramm 
Fix G c , R-Alg(V) 
CR 
Fix S o p c y ^op 
If S Alg denotes the full subcategory of V whose objects are 
isomorphic to spectra of R-algebras in V and CV denotes the full 
subcategory of R-Alg whose objects are isomorphic to R function-al-
gebras, then thefollowing result can be proved, which applies for 
example to limit-spaces. 
Proposition 7: If there is an (E,M) factorization on V such 
that 6y is in E for all V «? V, then the following equalities 
hold: 
(i) Fix S = S AlK = MR 
(ii) Fix G = CV 
As an example of the concrete result which may be obtained with-
in this framework let us state the following proposition, which is 
also proved in [3] by transfinite construction. 
Proposition 8: A compactly generated C-algebra A with identi-
ty is a C-function algebra of soiiecKelley space X iff A is a (pro-
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j e c t i v e ) l i m i t of commuta t ive C * - a l g e b r a s i n C -Alg (k -Haus ) . 
Us ing c l a s s i c a l Gel fand d u a l i t y and t h e d e f i n i t i o n of K e l l e y 
s p a c e s , t h i s p r o p o s i t i o n i s a consequence of t h e f o l l o w i n g more g e n e -
r a l r e s u l t , which i s t o be p r o v e d by c a t e g o r i c a l r o u t i n e ; 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9 : I f D: I -> F i x G i s a d iagram f t h e n t h e l i m i t 
of D ( i n R-Alg(V)) i s c o n t a i n e d i n CV. 
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